
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The artist gets alittle the big brother feeling. Happens same  day, as the office advertises the artists to be maximum respectful the day, 4th of june: Please  keep off the windows and reduce invitations that day.One artist knows about: ...24 years Tianamnen in memory of students revolte...(Note of the artist -5th of june:   NOTHING SPECIAL  that day- as if it was on purpose EXACTLY THAT DAY a Taiwanese Galerist announced to visit her,  up to 6F on the terrace she hang over Huang Pu River for some fresh air and finally the Chinese still take a hundred millions of fotos of themselves smiling to the Bundevening...) But she has a little big brother in her ear-air-waves around: It is the day her email, internet and skype comunication system falls in absolute KO desaster. The artist is fortunately supported by her chinese artist friend. They  get ready to start a VPN System on her PC: Again the artist has  virtual wings, she can fly over the great electronic wall to her beloved, to friends, parents and extern curators again..as she is harmless as white clouds.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist is expected to bring report 13 about the meeting with the austrian expert, who is invited by chinese government to give some drohnen /camera piloting experience for policemen teaching. The aim is to professionalize security TOPs. They meet in affinity to her TRAUM HD dopublescreen Film Project (wanna see? pls ask the artist!) -  the flying Octocopter in Kunstverein Freiburg 2012. He is amazed from that Art work as a main theme in  society: The drohnen overview over countries without bounderies.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Walking to another apointment after that very special meeting and the benefit of immediate conspiration between two crazy specimen - the GREEN (go)and the RED  (stop) guide her through  Shanghai streets.The GREEN of China is the  eclypsing green of HELIOGENGREEN - as green as poison plastic pills can be.the green says YES!A delivery from the chinese man to nature, as in following report the artist shows you a  little choice about : the chinese and the tree.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
as the RED is TRUE RED of China, red means Chinese as it is presence of memory to the  old laque sarkophages from ancient dynasties. Red is  the flag of Nation, Red is to be proud of BEING ZHONG (Middle), red is advertising.  ChinaRED is more than a Symbol, it is  LIFE...red is also no go



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the chinese and the tree is also the square and the lingering line overlay, is the abstraction of the wild growing setting. The Chinese and the tree is culture. Abstraction in Art is reflektion on daily  business.The tree is a setting on the landmarking display:  the human feel comfortable in its shadow and breathe.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
The breathe is one of five senses that is  extremely pushed up and down in this exiting country.Coming near Nanshi Lu, the neighbourhood of biggest fishmarket of Shanghai, there is a small channel with water and waterlilies. This picture is proof of the romantic sitespecific area. GREEN and nature are intentional but not real. How about Art and framing?What is not proofed by the image is the smell. The smell of this picture would remind you  the worst case- Is taste of hell, chemical diluent cocktail shaked up with organic garbage in decomposition.A trial: forget about the nose senses and practise on your visual oportunity to create  abstraction of the natural. Follow the  lines, find ornamental items, be care on the viewing point, find a pole position to start an abstract painting of the real. Take some detail  of the setting - go on get into that practise...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
...a lingering line is witness of all that is alive in the breathe of deadspots and black dumpling liquids. Maybe not always. But it is a powerfull figure for the image of contemporary spirit of abstraction. Go further, cross the city, find further details about the chinese and the tree





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the red and the green are one together as a COMPLEMENTARY Duo. A couple of different, opposites in addition or just the neighbours? There is no hate to be found between them.They fit strong  and in powerfull beauty together...as it is the "Chinese and the tree". There is a deep misterious feeling ...











Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
 The artist returns with you to the first step of abstrction of the real. This is maybe her sketch for the abstract painting  - if she was a real 100% painter - THE VISION- highlight of that supernovachina kitsch artfair of last Weekend: The galeries dispose their commercial material, such as small oil paintings and little bronze sculptures, in the rooms of  Hotel Renaissance: It is a quite good location if the artists focussed on context...space application, intensify taste of the real...

Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz







Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
When seconds glide away between red and green and green and red, between YES and NO, stop and go, the possible and impossible, one heartbeat on the other side -the heartbeat here is electrified:echoes hunt along corridores of the underground. Just the moment PC is schock-blocked, the graffiti artist sends her a message using terms of DECONSTRUCTIVE ART Invention VENTURE IN SHANGHAI  (artist report to german e -newsletter JESUS MEETS THE DOG), the Taiwanese Galerist shows eyes wide open in her studio 25 and falls in love... First time in live she falls in love with the abstract reflection of the real: she falls in love with XIA YU drawings, there are 6 - she buys 10. With it: the artist books a flight to Taiwan for delivery... 



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
are you happy? HOW ARE YOU? NI HAO MA?When you hear the Chorus of construction  for better life,  sing the chaotic partiture of street, road and abroad...eat  riversnails slided lengthway in four cardinal directions - maybe YOU FEEL SOME THING as on a sidewalk to the Art of the survival, - dedicated to the Chinese and the tree.
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